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FCE Gold Plus will allow you to_
- Deliver enjoyable, communicative classes with a strong emphasis on personalisation.
- Develop your students' confidence and writing skills with the extensive.
- Writing Reference, including model answers.
- Be confident that your students are well-prepared for the exam with the additional practice in
the Exam Maximiser and on the CD-ROM.
- Allow your students to monitor their own performance using the interactive iTests.

CAE Gold Plus will allow you to_
- Engage your students with authentic texts, motivating topics and fun communication activities.
- Build your students' confidence with the regular review sections, progress tests and exam tips
and strategies.
- Give your students additional exam practice using both the Exam
- Maximiser, which has extra exam training and the interactive iTests on CD-ROM.

PET Gold EXAM MAXIMISER
What's special about PET Gold Exam Maximiser?
- The PET Gold Exam Maximiser is a unique combination of Students' Book and Exam
Handbook in full colour.
- Reassure your students with full coverage of the exam grammar syllabus, key topics and
vocabulary.
- Easily prepare students for specific areas of the exam with focused speaking preparation as well
as reinforcement of reading and writing skills.

GOING FOR Gold
What's special about Going for Gold?
- With enjoyable topics and strong emphasis on personalization, your lessons will appeal to a
wide range of students.
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- Reassure your students with thorough language and skills training, regular progress checks as
well as solid grammar and writing reference sections.
- You can easily provide a gentle introduction to PET and FCE style exam tasks with graded,
exam-type exercises in every unit.

NEW PROFICIENCY Gold
What's special about New Proficiency Gold?
- Your classes will be fun and engaging with communication activities and unit-linked speaking
prompt cards.
- Captivate your students with authentic texts, challenge them with regular reviews, and motivate
them with tests from both theCoursebook and the Teacher's Book.
- Give students all the examination practice they want using the Exam Maximiser which has
thorough exam training, tips and strategies as well as a complete practice exam.
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